With the advent of a large number of spatial-textual data, collective spatial keyword queries have been widely studied in recent years. However, the collective spatial keyword query studied so far usually looks for only a set of objects. In addition, the existing collective spatial keyword query algorithms are all based on index structure, which requires excessive additional memory overhead. In this paper, we study the Top-k collective spatial keyword queries(TkCoSKQ), which aims at retrieving a set G including k sets of objects. Each group of object set can cover all the query keywords, and the objects in the set are close to the query position and have the minimum inter-object distance. We prove that the TkCoSKQ problem is NP-hard, and then propose two index-independent algorithms based on the spatial-textual similarity constraint, containing an exact algorithm and a heuristic algorithm. In addition, a variety of effective pruning strategies are presented to minimize the search scope. A large number of experiments on real datasets demonstrate the effectiveness and scalability of the proposed algorithms.
I. INTRODUCTION
With the development of mobile internet, many locationbased services like locating nearby delicacies and booking hotels are emerging. In real-world scenarios, users need to get product rankings that match their interests, and spatial keyword query technology is a perfect tool for handling this problem. The spatial keyword query(SKQ) has been studied extensively recently in [2] , [3] , [5] , and [22] . In general, a query contains a query position and multiple query keywords. The classical spatial keyword query aims at finding the object in given spatial-textual datasets that best satisfies the query requirements.
In some application scenarios, the users' needs are often met by a set of objects rather than a single one. For instance, a user wants to exercise, eat and hairdress which can only be met by a set of objects, such as gyms, restaurants and hair salons. Collective Spatial Keyword Query(CoSKQ) [31] technology is a perfect tool for solving the problem of searching a group of objects satisfying users' needs. Given a query q and a dataset O, CoSKQ aims at retrieving a group of objects that can cover all the query keywords, while ensuring The associate editor coordinating the review of this manuscript and approving it for publication was Fatos Xhafa . that objects are close to the query position and have the minimum inter-object distances. In [31] - [34] , [40] - [42] , they have done a lot of research on collective spatial keyword queries, but they all return only a set of objects as the result. In order to provide users with a better experience and a variety of choices, in this paper, we present the Top-k collective spatial keyword queries, called TkCoSKQ, which introduces parameter k to provide a controllable scale of query results. For instance, a user wants to exercise, eat and hairdress, and there are multiple gyms, restaurants and hair salons near the user. CoSKQ will only give one set of results, such as (gym 1 , restaurant 1 , hair salon 1 ). But most of the time, the user needs multiple sets of results to choose independently. Our TkCoSKQ can solve this need. Assuming that the user needs 3 sets of results, TkCoSKQ will return 3 different sets of results to users, such as (gym 1 , restaurant 1 , hair salon 1 ), (gym 2 , restaurant 2 , hair salon 1 ), (gym 1 , restaurant 2 , hair salon 2 ).
Given a query point q = (q. , q.℘), a dataset O and the size of results k, TkCoSKQ returns a set G including k sets of objects S from O such that they have the lowest cost w.r.t. Cost(q, S) and each group of objects S covers all the keywords within q.℘. There are different cost functions for CoSKQ [34] . In this paper, we take the cost VOLUME 7, 2019 This work is licensed under a Creative Commons Attribution 4.0 License. For more information, see http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by/4.0/ function cost MaxSum (q, S) into consideration, which was studied in [31] . It is a linear combination of the maximum distance between the object in S and the query point q and the maximum distance in pairs between the objects in S. In Figure 1(a) , there is a query point q, which contains query position denoted by a triangle and the keywords set q.℘ {t 3 , t 6 }. The top-5 result sets that cover all the query keywords at the lowest cost are shown in Table 1 . TkCoSKQ returns {S 1 , S 2 , S 3 } as the final result when k is set to 3. For all we know, although different variants of CoSKQ have been extensively studied in [39] , [42] , and [44] , no one has systematically studied TkCoSKQ. Even if there are relevant content, e.g., K-MAXM-E [34] , but its approach has been challenged. Firstly, K-MAXM-E can only deal with keywords in specified frequency range. For randomly generated query sets, the algorithm has long running time and low success rate. Secondly, the existing methods to solve the CoSKQ problem, such as, Cao-Appro1 [31] and MaxSum-Exact [32] , are all index-based(e.g., IR-tree [30] ). Once these index-based methods encounter variants of CoSKQ problem, they need to redesign the index structure, and they are not suitable for processing stream data or real-time updating datasets.
Motivated by this, we research index-independent algorithms for the TkCoSKQ problem for the first time. We summarize the main contributions of this paper as follows.
• Firstly, we formally define the problem of TkCoSKQ and prove that TkCoSKQ problem is NP-hard.
• Secondly, we propose two algorithms to efficiently solve the TkCoSKQ problem, containing an exact algorithm RC and a heuristic algorithm QDD that are both indexindependent. In addition, we design new lemmas which can effectively prune unnecessary spatial objects.
• Thirdly, we carry on substantial experiments on real datasets to verify the theoretical results and the performance of our presented algorithms.
The remaining sections of this paper are structured as follows. Section II reviews related work. Section III gives the definition of TkCoSKQ problem and proves its NP-hardness. Section IV describes our flowchart for solving TkCoSKQ problem and elaborates two algorithms for TkCoSKQ problem in detail. In Section V, we do extensive experiments and show experimental results. In Section VI, we conclude this paper and puts forward some research directions for future work.
II. RELATED WORK
In this section, we review the existing studies related to our problem on the top-k collective spatial keyword query. According to the number of objects returned, the existing related work can be classified into two categories, one is the spatial keyword query, which returns a single object as the result, and the other is the collective spatial keyword query, which returns a group of objects as the result.
A. THE SPATIAL KEYWORD QUERY
The spatial keyword query is to find a single object that satisfies both spatial similarity and keyword similarity of query point. Wu et al. [1] , [8] researched the continuously moving top-k spatial keyword queries, which aims at finding objects that satisfy user's spatial-textual constraints and guarantee that users can get accurate results at any time. Lu et al. [2] has studied a query problem whose purpose is to find an object that takes the query point as one of its k most similar spatial-textual objects, which is called reverse spatial textual k nearest neighbor query. Pan et al. [3] optimized R-tree [29] for spatial keyword queries.
The spatio-textual similarity joins [4] identifies pairs of objects in a spatial-textual objects dataset that are both spatially close and textually similar. Rocha-Junior and Norvag [5] addressed the problem of top-k spatial keyword query in road network for the first time. Spatial keyword queries with multiple query points was studied in [6] , [12] . Cong and Jensen [14] offered an overview of different types of keyword queries based on geo-textual data.
Variants of Top-K spatial keyword queries have been studied by many works [7] , [9] , [10] , [13] , [22] . Chen et al. [11] researched why-not top-k spatial keyword queries for the first time. Ray and Nickerson [15] studied dynamically ranked top-k spatial keyword search using STARI index structure to search the most recent top-k relevant objects. Chen et al. [16] studied the direction-aware why-not spatial keyword top-k query problem, which aims to find top-k objects that best match the spatial-textual similarity of the query parameters in the given query direction. Zhang et al. [17] proposed SSG-Trees index technique which used to organize spatio-temporal objects efficiently to solve top-k temporal spatial keyword queries. Qian et al. [18] considered the semantic consistency of spatial web objects and query keywords. An index structure SKQAI [19] and algorithms based on SKQAI were designed to solve the spatial keyword query problem in road networks in a wireless broadcast environment. Liu et al. [20] studied the k shortest paths with diversity problem, which aims at finding top-k shortest paths and there are differences among these paths, and developed a common greedy framework to solve it. Dual-granularity indexing schema [21] was developed to study the aggregate keyword nearest neighbor queries on road network. QDR-Tree [23] was proposed tackle attributes-aware top-k spatial keyword query.
All the work mentioned above on spatial keyword queries and their variants usually return a single object as the answer. None of them consider computing a group of objects that each of them can cover all the keywords and are closest to the query point. Besides, the proposed solutions are index-based and cannot be directly applied to our problems.
B. COLLECTIVE SPATIAL KEYWORD QUERY
Zhang et al. [24] presented the mCK query for the first time. Given m query keywords, the mCK query aims at getting a set of m objects that can collectively cover all query keywords and has the minimum diameter, which is the maximum pairwise distance of m objects, this query assumes that each object contains only one keyword, so the final result is always m objects. Since the mCK query has been proved to be NP-hard, the exact algorithm [24] is not suitable for processing large datasets. For purpose of improving the query efficiency of mCK, some approximate algorithms have been proposed. Fleischer and Xu [25] proposed a 2 √ 3 -approximation algorithm based on the farthest color Voronoi diagram, this algorithm was used to process a objects set with only one keyword per object. Guo et al. [26] considered that each object can contain numerous keywords and presented a ( 2 √ 3 + ε)-approximation algorithm to answer mCK query problem. Deng et al. [27] studied a variant of mCK query, called the best keyword cover, its purpose is to obtain a group of objects that consider both the distance between objects and the keyword rating of objects. Choi et al. [28] formalized a spatial keyword cover problem, called SK-Cover proved to be NP-hard, which aims at obtaining a group of spatial textual objects covering query keywords and minimizing the cost function. In addition, an O(logm)approximation algorithm was proposed to solve SK-Cover problem efficiently.
Cao et al. [31] presented the collective spatial keyword query for the first time and studied two variants of CoSKQ problem using IR-tree [30] index structure. Long et al. [32] proposed a 1.375-approximation algorithm based on IR-tree called MaxSum-Appro to solve collective spatial keyword queries which is the best approximate algorithm so far. Zhang et al. [33] incorporated the density information into IR-tree index, and designed a heuristic algorithm that can cope with the density based spatial keyword query efficiently. Reference [34] studied three instantiations of collective spatial keyword query by using different cost function. He et al. [35] proposed a distributed solution that follows the Spark programming paradigm to solve the collection spatial keyword query problem for large-scale datasets. Zhou et al. [36] presented new lemmas and algorithms, which improves the advanced and efficient generation of GSky query results.
The variants of collective spatial keyword queries, such as popularity-aware collective keyword query [41] , level-aware collective spatial keyword queries [42] and MaxDotSize-CoSKQ [40] , were studied. Zhou et al. [38] took product selection under price promotion into consideration and proposed a problem of constrained optimal product combination. Su et al. [39] presented a group-based collective keyword query problem in road networks whose purpose is to find a group of objects covering all the query keywords and these objects are close to query points group and have the minimum inter-objects distance, and proposed a 15 7 -approximation algorithm. Gao et al. [37] researched collective spatial keyword query problem on road networks. Jin et al. [43] formalized a CoSKQ on a knowledge base which proved to be NP-hard. In [44] , the CoSKQ problem was systematically studied by putting forward a unified cost function which can be illustrated with existing different cost functions and a unified method which includes two algorithms, one is an exact algorithm and the other is an approximate algorithm. None of these work can be directly used in solving our problem because they usually return one group of objects as the answer and they are all index-based.
III. PRELIMINARIES
Let O be a collection of objects. Each object o in O is correlated with a position represented by o. and a collection of keywords represented by o.℘. Given a query point q consisting of a position q. and a collection of query keywords q.℘, we use O q to represent a collection of relevant objects, and each object in O q includes at least one keyword in q.℘. We call a set of objects S a feasible solution when S can cover q.℘. We first summarize some frequently used notations in Table 2 . Cost(S) means the abbreviation of Cost(q, S), and Cost(q, S) is shown in formula (2) . k is the size of feasible sets we needed. The Euclidean distance between object o and query point q is denoted by dis(o, q). Similarly, the Euclidean distance between two objects is denoted by dis(o 1 , o 2 ). The result set of feasible sets is denoted by G, and Gmaxcost is used to mean the maximum cost in G. The objects set R(q, dis(o, q)) contains objects whose distance from q does not exceed dis(o, q). N( , ℘) means the nearest neighbor set of the which covers ℘, where is a position and ℘ contains query keywords. Definition 1(CoSKQ) [1] : Given a dataset O and a query point q = (q. , q.℘), the Collective Spatial Keyword Query (CoSKQ) problem aims to seek out a set of objects S in O, which can cover q.℘ with the minimum cost.
Definition 2(Cost Function): Given a query point q = (q. , q.℘), a set of objects S which covers all the query keywords within q.℘, the Cost Function of S, represented by Cost(q, S), is equivalent to the linear combination of the maximum distance between an object o ∈ S and q and the maximum value of the pairwise distances in S. That is,
where β ∈ [0,1] is a preference parameter set by the user. As with [1] , for the convenience of illustration, we only consider the situation where β = 0.5. In this situation, we can securely suppose that
Definition 3(TkCoSKQ): Given a dataset O, a query point q = (q. , q.℘) and the size of results k, the Top-k Collective Spatial Keyword Query (TkCoSKQ) returns a set G of up to k groups objects set S from O such that they have the lowest cost w.r.t. Cost(q, S) and each group of objects S covers all the keywords within q.℘, i.e.,
In this paper, we prove that the TkCoSKQ problem is NPhard.
Lemma 4: The TkCoSKQ problem is NP-hard. Proof: We prove the hardness of TkCoSKQ problem by reducing the TkCoSKQ problem from the MaxSum-CoSKQ [1] problem which was proved to be NP-hard problem [1] . The description of the MaxSum-CoSKQ problem is given as follows. Given a query point q consisting of a position q. and a collection of query keywords q.℘, a dataset O, each object o ∈ O is correlated with a position represented by o. and a collection of keywords represented by o.℘. MaxSum-CoSKQ problem aims to seek out a set of objects S in O, which can cover q.℘ and has the minimum cost.
For purpose of reducing the MaxSum-CoSKQ problem to the TkCoSKQ problem, the corresponding instance of the TkCoSKQ problem need to be constructed. Following the symbol mentioned in Definition 3, we first use to denote a set containing objects set S which covers all the keywords within q.℘. Next, if we can find a group G = {S 1 , S 2 , . . . , S k } of objects sets in , in addition, there is no other objects set S in can cost less than the objects set S in G. Then, there exists a objects set S min = {o 1 , o 2 , . . . , o t } in G which has lowest cost. Clearly, S min is the result of the MaxSum-CoSKQ problem which is an NP-hard problem, and the above operation can be done in polynomial time. Thus, the TkCoSKQ problem is also an NP-hard problem.
IV. ALGORITHMS FOR TKCOSKQ
In this section, we present two algorithms, Range Constraint Algorithm and Query Distance Driven Algorithm, for TkCoSKQ.
A. RANGE CONSTRAINT ALGORITHM
In this subsection, we present our first algorithm called Range Constraint Algorithm. We can see that the cost function of a feasible set S is a linear combination of two parts, including the maximum distance between an object o ∈ S and q and the maximum value of the pairwise distances in S. We define the object farthest from q as the owner of query distance for S and the two objects that determine the value of the second part of the cost function as the owner of pairwise distance for S. That is to say, if we can determine these three objects in S, then the cost of S is determined. So, the cost of S can be written as
where o is the owner of query distance for S, and o 1 and o 2 are the owner of pairwise distance for S. Any feasible set with o as the owner of query distance and o 1 and o 2 as the owner of pairwise distance is called to be (o, o 1 , o 2 )-owner feasible set. We can notice that each (o, o 1 , o 2 )-owner feasible set has the same cost.
According to the above property, we present a flowchart of the Range Constraint Algorithm in Figure 2 . In our flowchart, we follow the strategy of first determining the owner of query distance o and then determining the owner of pairwise distance o 1 and o 2 , and then insert the (o, o 1 , o 2 )-owner feasible set into G, and then iteratively update the object set in G until |G|= k and the distance between the next owner of query distance and the query point q is greater than the value of Gmaxcost. Before introducing the Range Constraint algorithm, we first propose some pruning lemmas.
Taking Figure 1 as an example, we assume that q.℘ = {t 3 , t 6 }. In Figure 1 , t 3 and t 6 are not included in both o 1 and o 8 , then o 1 and o 8 are not contained in any feasible set. We think that the object o can be pruned
When we have selected the owner of query distance, we can prune some objects in O when we choose the owner of pairwise distance. As illustrated in Figure 1 (a), assuming that we choose o 3 as the owner of query distance, dis(o 6 , q) and dis(o 7 , q) are greater than dis(o 3 , q), then the object contained in candidate object set R with o 3 as the owner of query distance will not include o 6 and o 7 . Thus, we propose Lemma 5.
Lemma 5: If object o is the owner of query distance of a feasible set S, then the owner of pairwise distance (o 1 , o 2 ) of S are in the set R(q, dis(o, q)).
Proof: R(q, dis(o, q)) contains all objects whose distance from query point q does not exceed dis(o, q). Object o is the owner of query distance, which is the furthest one from q. in the feasible set S, so the owner of pairwise distance (o 1 , o 2 ) of S must satisfy the condition that dis(o 1 , q) and dis(o 2 , q) are less than or equal to dis(o, q), so the owner of pairwise distance are within the set R(q, dis(o, q)).
Not all object o can be the owner of query distance when |G| k. If there are k feasible set of objects in G at present, and the maximum cost in G is Gmaxcost. In this case, the object o is out of our consideration when dis(o , q) Gmaxcost. Similarly, some object pairs in the object set R(q, dis(o, q)) are also not required to be considered. Based on this consideration, we propose three boundary lemmas, namely, Lemma 6, Lemma 7 and Lemma 8. 
Let 
). As shown in Figure 3 .
Lemma 10: Let ψ contains query keywords. We divide object set Otemp into different groups O i according to the ψ. If the object in Otemp cannot be divided into |ψ| groups, then there is no feasible set in Otemp. Proof: ψ has |ψ| keywords. Each object o ∈ O i covers the keyword ψ i ∈ ψ. If objects in Otemp cannot be divided into |ψ| groups, which indicates that there is no corresponding objects set O t for the keyword ψ t ∈ ψ. Therefore, it is impossible to select objects from Otemp to cover ψ, that is, there is no feasible set in Otemp.
Based on the above algorithm flowchart and lemmas, we design a range constraint algorithm, called RC, as depicted in Algorithm 1.
The Range Constraint Algorithm takes the query point q with its position q. and the keywords set q.℘, the object dataset O and the size of results k as the inputs. It maintains a set G to store the top k objects set which has the lowest cost. The RC algorithm first prunes objects in O whose o.℘ does not intersect with q.℘ and sorts the remaining objects by distance from q. . Line 2 initializes G as an empty set and makes Gmaxcost as 0. Lines 3 to 31 are an iteration process. In each iteration, it selects an ''un-processed'' object o in O as the owner of query distance. Line 4 checks whether the size of set of objects in G is greater than or equal to k and dis(o, q) exceeds Gmaxcost, if yes, according to Lemma 6, line 5 stops iterating and outputs the results. Line 7 initializes S as an empty set and updates ψ as q.℘−q.℘ ∩ o.℘, line 8 forms an objects set R, according to Lemma 5, the distance between the object in R and q does not exceed dis(o, q). 15: if Otemp cannot cover ψ then 16: continue 17: else 18: S ← S∪ N(q. , ψ) 19: end if 20: if |G| < k then 21: Insert S into G 22: if Cost(S) > Gmaxcost then 23: Gmaxcost = Cost(S) 24: end if 25: else if |G| = k and Cost(S) < Gmaxcost then 26: Insert S into G and remove the one with the highest cost in G 27: Update Gmaxcost 28: end if 29: end for 30: Mark o as ''processed'' 31: end for 32: return G N(q. , ψ). As noted in Table 2 , N(q. , ψ) means the nearest neighbor set of the q. which covers ψ. Then, line 20 checks whether the size of set of objects in G is less than k. If yes, line 21 inserts S into G. Gmaxcost is updated as Cost(S) if it is less than Cost(S) in lines 22 and 23. Line 25 checks whether the size of set of objects in G is equal to k and Cost(S) is less than Gmaxcost. If yes, line 26 inserts S into G and removes the objects set with the highest cost in G, and updates Gmaxcost in line 27. After one iteration, we mark o as processed in line 30. After each process in lines 3 to 31, the RC algorithm returns the set G as the final result.
In line 10 of the RC algorithm, we can reuse object pairs in set P in the previous iteration to generate the object pairs set in the current iteration. Let o be the last owner of query distance and P be the object pairs set. The objects set R(q,dis(o, q)) is abbreviated as R. Let o be owner of query distance, P be the object pairs set, and R be the abbreviation of R(q, dis(o , q)) in current iteration. 
o 2 ) > pd max . Therefore, we do not need to consider the object pairs that do not conform to Lemmas 7 and 8 in the last iteration. For the newly added object pairs {(o , o )|o ∈R}, it also needs to be pruned according to Lemmas 7 and 8. In particular, after the above description, we find that after each iteration, pd min remains unchanged or enlarged, and pd max remains unchanged or decreases. This change can further reduce our search space after each iteration, thus improving query efficiency.
Example: Let's find top-3 CoSKQ result in Figure 1 , in which keywords are t 3 and t 6 Time Complexity: Let n be the number of iterations in the RC algorithm(lines 3-31). Let O q be the objects set where each object in O q can cover at least a keyword in q.℘. In each iteration, we form an object pairs set P, the maximum size of P is |O q | · (|O q |-1)/2. Due to our lemmas presented above, we know that |P| |O q | 2 . In the iteration of finding an 
B. QUERY DISTANCE DRIVEN ALGORITHM
Because Range Constraint Algorithm exhausts every pair of pairwise distance owner, it needs a great lot of calculation, which leads to expensive time overhead. In this subsection, we present our second algorithm called Query Distance Driven Algorithm. The algorithm flowchart is shown in Figure 4 . In this flowchart, instead of calculating pairwise distance owner and finding (o, o 1 , o 2 )-owner feasible set in flowchart of RC Algorithm, we find o-nearest neighbor feasible set. We first select an object o as the owner of query distance. If the o-nearest neighbor set cannot cover all keywords in q.℘, we select the next object o as the owner of query distance for the next iteration.
Firstly, we introduce what o-nearest neighbor feasible set is. Taking Figure 5 as an example, the query keywords q.℘ = {t 1 , t 2 , t 3 }. we select o as the owner of query distance, and then continue to search for t-neighbor object which can cover keyword t ∈ q.℘ − o.℘ and is nearest to o in the set R(q, dis(o, q)). In Figure 5 if ℘ is empty then 12: break 13: end if 14: end for 15: return S In the Algorithm 2, we take a query q with its position q. and the keywords set q.℘, the objects set R and an owner of query distance o as the inputs. It outputs a feasible set which is o-nearest neighbor if any and ∅ otherwise. Line 1 initializes ℘ = q.℘ −o.℘. Then, in line 2, we divide R into |℘| groups where O i consists of the objects covering ℘. i . Line 3 initializes S = {o}. Lines 4 to 14 are an iteration process. In each iteration, it selects an object o t i in O i which can cover keyword t i ∈ ℘, inserts o t i into S and updates ℘ = ℘−o t i .℘ until ℘ is empty. Line 6 returns ∅ as the result if |O i | = 0. |O i | = 0 implies that there is no object that can cover t i . Finally, if ℘ becomes an empty set, we return S as the result. 
At this time, the cost of o-nearest neighbor feasible set S exceeds Gmaxcost. So, the final result set G will not contain S.
Based on the flowchart in Figure 4 presented above, we propose our Query Distance Driven Algorithm as demonstrated in Algorithm 3. R ← the objects whose distance from q is in the range of dis(o, q) 9: S ← the o-nearest neighbor feasible set(q, R, o) 10: if S cannot cover q.℘ then 11: continue 12: end if 13: if |G| < k then 14: Insert S into G 15: if Cost(S) > Gmaxcost then 16: Gmaxcost = Cost(S) 17: end if 18: else if |G| = k and Cost(S) < Gmaxcost then 19: Insert S into G and remove the one with the highest cost in G 20: Update Gmaxcost 21: end if 22: Mark o as ''processed'' 23: end for 24: return G As depicted in Algorithm 3, Query Distance Driven Algorithm takes the query q with its position q. and the keywords set q.℘, the object dataset O and the size of results k as the inputs. It maintains a set G to store the top k objects set which has the lowest cost. The QDD algorithm first prunes objects in O whose o.℘ does not intersect with q.℘ and sorts the remaining objects by distance from q. . Line 2 initializes G as an empty set and makes Gmaxcost as 0. Lines 3 to 23 are an iteration process. In each iteration, it selects an ''un-processed'' object o in O as the owner of query distance. Line 4 checks whether the size of set of objects in G is greater than or equal to k and dis(o, q) exceeds Gmaxcost, if yes, according to Lemma 6, line 5 stops iterating and outputs the results. Line 7 initializes S as an empty set and updates ψ as q.℘−q.℘ ∩ o.℘, Line 8 forms an objects set R, according to Lemma 5, the distance between the object in R and q does not exceed dis(o, q). Line 9 uses algorithm 2 to find a o-nearest neighbor feasible set S, this process can be accelerated by means of Lemma 11. Line 10 checks whether S can cover q.℘. If not, it selects the next object in O as the owner of query distance, and conducts the iteration until there is a feasible set or all objects in O are processed. If yes, as shown in line 13, checks whether the size of G is less than k. If yes, line 14 inserts S into G. Gmaxcost is updated as Cost(S) if it is less than Cost(S) in line 15 and 16. Line 18 checks whether the number of set of objects in G is equal to k and Cost(S) is less than Gmaxcost. If yes, line 19 inserts S into G and removes the objects set with the highest cost in G, and line 20 updates Gmaxcost. After one iteration, we mark o as processed in line 22. After each process in lines 3 to 23, the set G is returned as the final result.
Algorithm 3 Query Distance Driven(QDD) Algorithm
Example: Let's find top-3 CoSKQ result in Figure 1 
V. EXPERIMENTS
In this section, we evaluate the effectiveness and scalability of our proposed algorithms through experiments over real datasets. We present experimental setup in subsection V-A, and elaborate experimental results in subsection V-B. Finally, we conclude experimental results in subsection V-C.
A. EXPERIMENTAL SETUP 1) DATESETS
We adopted three real datasets used in [31] , [32] , [34] , namely Web, GN and Hotel. As in previous studies, dataset Web was generated from a combination of two real datasets. One is a spatial dataset comprising a group of census blocks in Nebraska, Missouri, Kansas and Iowa, which is called TigerCensusBlock. 1 Another is a textual dataset which containing a collection of web documents, which is called WEBSPAM-UK2007. 2 Data was gathered from the United States Board on Geographic Names (geonames.usgs.gov) to generate dataset GN with each object having a position and also a group of depictive keywords (e.g., a geographical name such as reservoir). Dataset Hotel includes a group of hotels in the United States(www.allstays.com), where each hotel has a spatial position and a group of words that depict the hotel (e.g., coffee shop, gym). Table 3 describes the statistics for the datasets. 
2) QUERY GENERATION
We generate 5 query sets in the dataset of Hotel, with the number of keywords being 2, 4, 6, 8, and 10, respectively. For each query, we set the size of k is 3, 6, 9, 12 and 15, respectively. We also generate 5 query sets with the same settings as dataset Hotel in the dataset GN and dataset Web. We first sort all keywords linked with objects in dataset in declining order of their frequencies, and then by default, stochastically select the keywords for each query in the words whose frequencies is in the percentage range of [10, 30] . The query position is stochastically generated throughout the entire area of the dataset.
3) ALGORITHMS
For the TkCoSKQ problem, we consider the indexindependent exact algorithm from Section IV-A(represented by RC) and the index-independent heuristic algorithm from Section IV-B(represented by QDD). We modify Cao-Appro2 [31] into an index-independent algorithm k-CaoApp2 to apply it as a comparison algorithm to the TkCoSKQ problem. The Cao-Appro2 algorithm first introduces the result S of the Cao-Appro1 algorithm, and then finds the keyword t covered by the object farthest from q in S, and then selects the object o containing the keyword t in the dataset O to obtain the o-nearest neighbor set. After modifying it to k-CaoApp2 algorithm for the TkCoSKQ problem, we think that its approximation ratio should be the same as the QDD algorithm, because it is essentially searching for the nearest neighbor set.
All algorithms are implemented in C/C++ and run in Windows 10 System on an Intel(R) Core(TM) i7-8550U CPU@1.80 GHz with 8GB RAM.
B. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
Based on the existing research [31] , [32] , [34] , we use the running time and the approximation ratio (for heuristic algorithms only) as metrics indicators. For each group of query settings, we generated 40 queries and ran our proposed algorithms with each of these 40 queries. Finally, the averaged measured results are recorded.
1) EFFECT OF K
In this subsection, we give the test results of our presented algorithms RC and QDD and comparison algorithm k-CaoApp2 in accordance with running time and approximation ratios with changing k on the Hotel, GN and Web datasets. We vary the size of k from {3, 6, 9, 12, 15} . We fixed the number of query keywords |q.℘| to 10. The o-nearest neighbor feasible set selection strategy adopted in QDD helps to reduce search space. At the same time, it may result in inaccurate results, because important candidates might be omitted. Here, the approximation ratio is defined as follows,
ApproximationRatio = ObtainedAverageCost AverageCostObtainedByRC
The average cost of RC algorithm is regarded as a baseline and the approximation ratio is determined by the proximity between the obtained average cost by the current algorithm and the baseline. The value of the approximation ratio greater than or equal to 1 and the smaller value indicates the approximation ratio is better. 
a: EXPERIMENT ON HOTEL DATASET
The experimental results on dataset Hotel are depicted in Figure 6 . Figure 6 (a) demonstrates the running time of RC algorithm, QDD algorithm and k-CaoApp2 algorithm on Hotel. Figure 6 (b) depicts the approximation ratio of QDD algorithm. In accordance with Figure 6 (a), the running time increases with the increase of the size of k. QDD algorithm shows better time performance. In accordance with Figure 6 (b), although the approximation ratio increases with the increase of the size of k, they are very close to 1, which shows that QDD algorithm has high accuracy in practical application. As we analyzed, the approximation ratio of k-CaoApp2 is the same as that of QDD algorithm. 
c: EXPERIMENT ON WEB DATASET
The experimental results on dataset Web are depicted in Figure 8 . Figure 8 better than that of RC algorithm and k-CaoApp2 algorithm. In accordance with Figure 8(b) , the approximation ratio of k-CaoApp2 algorithm is the same as that of QDD algorithm, with the increase of the size of k, the accuracy of QDD algorithm decreases, but the approximation ratio of QDD algorithm we proposed is excellent and close to 1.
2) EFFECT OF THE NUMBER OF |Q.℘|
In this subsection, we demonstrate the test results of our presented algorithm RC and QDD and comparison algorithm k-CaoApp2 in terms of running time and approximation ratios with varying |q.℘| on the Hotel, GN and Web datasets. we vary the size of |q.℘| from {2, 4, 6, 8, 10}. We fixed the size of k to 10. 
a: EXPERIMENT ON HOTEL DATASET
To verify the efficiency of the exact algorithm RC and the heuristic algorithm QDD, and the approximate ratio of QDD algorithm when the number of query keywords changes, we carried out this group of experiments. Figure 9 (a) demonstrates the running time of three algorithms on dataset Hotel. Figure 9 (b) demonstrates the approximate ratio of QDD and k-CaoApp2 on the dataset Hotel. We can see that QDD is better than RC and k-CaoApp2 in running time. Because QDD algorithm calculates the next query distance owner when it finds o-nearest neighbor after determining the query distance owner, while RC algorithm also needs to exhaust pairwise distance owner after determining the query distance owner, so the running time increases greatly with the increase of |q.℘|. The k-CaoApp2 algorithm searches for a set of objects containing a keyword first, and then performs o-nearest neighbor query, so QDD algorithm is a little faster than k-CaoApp2 in time. QDD algorithm is a better choice when users have higher requirements for query time. For more keywords, our QDD algorithm also has a good approximation ratio.
b: EXPERIMENT ON GN DATASET
The experimental results on dataset GN are shown in Figure 10 . Figure 10(a) demonstrates the running time of RC algorithm, QDD algorithm and k-CaoApp2 algorithm on GN. Figure 10(b) shows the approximation ratio of QDD algorithm and k-CaoApp2 algorithm. According to Figure 10 (a) and Figure 10(b) , the results on dataset GN are similar to those on dataset Hotel. 
c: EXPERIMENT ON WEB DATASET
The experimental results on dataset Web are depicted in Figure 11 . Figure 11 (a) demonstrates the running time of RC algorithm, QDD algorithm and k-CaoApp2 algorithm on Web. Figure 11 (b) demonstrates the approximation ratio of QDD algorithm and k-CaoApp2 algorithm. In accordance with Figure 11 (a) and Figure 11(b) , the results on dataset Web are similar to those on dataset Hotel and GN. 
3) EFFECT OF THE NUMBER OF AVERAGE |O.℘|
Based on the Hotel dataset, we synthesized 5 datasets, in which the average number of keywords per object (i.e., number of average |o.℘|) is approximately equal to 8, 16, 24, 32 and 40, respectively. According to the statistics of the Hotel dataset, we can know that the average number of keywords for each object in the Hotel dataset is 4 (i.e., 80845/20790). We perform the following operations to synthesize a dataset with its number of average |o.℘| equivalent to 8. For each object o in the Hotel dataset, we stochastically select an object o , and then add o .℘ to o.℘ (i.e., o.℘ ← o.℘ ∪ o .℘). We repeat the above operations 3, 5, 7 and 9 times to synthesize datasets with the number of average |o.℘| of 16, 24, 32 and 40, respectively. Referring to the setting of work [32] , we change the number of average |o.℘| from {4, 8, 16, 24, 32, 40} . Note that |o.℘| = 4 indicates that the dataset is precisely the dataset Hotel. We use the default setting of k = 10 and |q.℘| = 10. The experimental results with the number of average |o.℘| as variables are demonstrated in Figure 12 . Figure 12 (a) demonstrates the running time of RC algorithm, QDD algorithm and k-CaoApp2 algorithm. Figure 12(b) shows the approximation ratio of QDD algorithm and k-CaoApp2 algorithm. In accordance with Figure 12 (a), the running time increases when the number of average |o.℘| grows. The number of query relevant objects |O q | increases, on account of the increasing of |o.℘|, which in turn leads to an increase in running time. Consistent with previous experimental results, QDD algorithm runs faster than RC algorithm and k-CaoApp2 algorithm. According to Figure 12 (b), the approximation ratio of QDD algorithm we proposed is excellent, specifically, as the number of average |o.℘| increases, the QDD algorithm has better approximation ratio.
4) EFFECT OF DATASET SIZE
Based on the existing researches [31] , [34] , and [32] , we generated 5 datasets for the scalability test experiments, and the number of objects contained in each dataset were 2M, 4M, 6M, 8M and 10M, respectively. Specifically, we extended GN datasets with more objects to generate a new datasets in the following way. We generate a new object o and add it into the GN dataset each time, where o. is a random position generated throughout the entire area of the original GN dataset and o.℘ is a random textual document from GN dataset. We change the number of objects from {2M, 4M, 6M, 8M, 10M}. Similarly, we set the size of k as 10 and the number of query keywords |q.℘| as 10 by default. Figure 13 demonstrates the results with the size of dataset as variables. Figure 13 (a) demonstrates the running time of RC algorithm, QDD algorithm and k-CaoApp2 algorithm. Figure 13 (b) demonstrates the approximation ratio of QDD algorithm and k-CaoApp2 algorithm. In accordance with Figure 13 (a), QDD algorithm runs consistently faster than RC algorithm and k-CaoApp2 algorithm. Their running time raises with the size of the dataset. The result shows QDD algorithm have good scalability. RC algorithm needs more than 4 seconds to run on the dataset of 10M objects, but has better time efficiency when the dataset is less than 6M. In accordance with Figure 13 (b), the approximation ratio of k-CaoApp2 algorithm is the same as that of QDD algorithm, the worst approximation ratio of QDD algorithm is only 1.118, which is very low and close to 1.
5) EFFECT OF β
In this subsection, we demonstrate the test results of our presented algorithm RC and QDD and comparison algorithm k-CaoApp2 in terms of running time and approximation ratio with varying β on dataset Hotel. We change the value of β from {0.1, 0.2, 0.3, 0.4, 0.5, 0.6, 0.7, 0.8, 0.9}. Similarly, we set the size of k as 10 and the number of query keywords |q.℘| as 10 by default. Figure 14 demonstrates the results with β as variables. Figure 14 (a) demonstrates the running time of RC algorithm, QDD algorithm and k-CaoApp2 algorithm. Figure 14 (b) demonstrates the approximation ratio of QDD algorithm and k-CaoApp2 algorithm. According to Figure 14(a) , the time efficiency of QDD algorithm is better than that of RC algorithm and k-CaoApp2 algorithm. The running time of the three algorithms decrease when β increases. The reason is that our algorithm first determines dis(o, q), so when β increases, the proportion of this part in cost increases, pdmax will be greatly reduced, and the search space will be reduced. Thereby reducing the running time. According to Figure 14(b) , the approximation ratio of k-CaoApp2 algorithm is the same as that of QDD algorithm, and the approximation ratio of the two algorithms gradually approaches 1 when β increases. This is because QDD determines dis(o, q), and then seeks the o-nearest neighbor set, so when β increases, the influence of dis(o 1 , o 2 ) on cost decreases. Therefore, with the increase of β, its approximation ratio decreases gradually to 1.
C. SUMMARY OF EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
In conclusion, this subsection evaluated the effects of k, |q.℘|, the average |o.℘|, dataset size and β on the efficiency of RC, QDD and k-CaoApp2. In each case, the running time of QDD is less than that of RC and k-CaoApp2. Our QDD always has a very close approximation ratio of 1.
VI. CONCLUSION
In this paper, motivated by improving user experience, we systematically studied the Top-k collective spatial keyword query which aims at retrieving a set including k sets of objects, and each objects set can cover all query keywords and minimizes the cost function. The cost function is evaluated by spatial closeness. Theoretically, we proved the NP-hardness of TkCoSKQ problem. We also proposed two index-independent algorithms for this problem, RC and QDD. RC is an exact algorithm which employs efficient pruning strategies to reduce search spaces. QDD is a heuristic algorithm which introduces the concept of o-nearest neighbor feasible set to search the results for TkCoSKQ problem. Extensive experimental results on real datasets verify our theoretical results and the efficiency of our proposed algorithms. As future work, it is interesting to take into account more cost functions processing TkCoSKQ problem. Moreover, it is desirable to tackle complex TkCoSKQ problems such as TkCoSKQ with diversity.
